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Measured MIMO Capacity and Diversity Gain With
Spatial and Polar Arrays in Ultrawideband Channels

Wasim Q. Malik, Member, IEEE, and David J. Edwards

Abstract—This paper experimentally investigates the perfor-
mance of multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) systems in in-
door ultrawideband (UWB) channels. The improvement in robust-
ness and information rate due to spatial and polar antenna arrays
is evaluated. The subchannel correlation, power gains of supported
eigenmodes, and branch power ratios are analyzed. The polar ar-
rays are found to experience lower correlation than that of spatial
arrays. SNR gains of up to 3 and 5 dB are reported with 1 × 2
and 1 × 3 spatial arrays, respectively; the latter is shown to dou-
ble the coverage range. The mutual information capacity is found
to scale almost linearly with the MIMO array size, with very low
variance. It is confirmed that the device compactness achieved by
the polar array comes with only a small penalty in the achiev-
able capacity and SNR gain compared to the spatial array. The
multiple-antenna UWB techniques explored in this paper offer the
potential for high-data-rate, robust communications.

Index Terms—Antenna arrays, diversity, multiple-input
multiple-output (MIMO), polarization, ultrawideband (UWB).

I. INTRODUCTION

ANTENNA diversity techniques have been used extensively
in narrowband systems to mitigate temporal and spatial

fading [1], [2]. Antenna diversity at the receiver exploits sig-
nals with low fading correlation to reduce the probability of
outage and improve system robustness. Besides spatial antenna
diversity, polarization diversity is a more recently proposed al-
ternative that allows compact antenna arrays with collocated
elements [3]–[7]. Other schemes based on angle diversity and
pattern diversity have also been presented in literature [2], [8].

Extensions to classical receive diversity have demonstrated
the advantage of multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) ar-
rays for spatial multiplexing to boost the capacity of random
fading channels [2], [8]–[11]. Spatial multiplexing transmission
schemes offer dramatic improvements in spectral efficiency, and
hold great promise for future, high-data-rate wireless systems.
In essence, distinct information streams can be transmitted in
parallel, exploiting the multiple effective degrees of freedom
(EDOFs) [12] enjoyed by MIMO systems.

The majority of the existing work on MIMO systems has fo-
cussed on narrowband systems. Only a limited set of theoretical
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studies [10], [13] and practical results [14]–[16] are available for
wideband and ultrawideband (UWB) MIMO channels. Several
MIMO analyses for UWB channels have predicted consider-
able error-rate improvement [17]–[21]. Spatially multiplexed
systems have also been shown to operate well in UWB chan-
nels with a large number of resolved multipath components
(MPCs) [22]. Capacity expressions for single-input multiple-
output (SIMO) and multiple-input single-output (MISO) con-
figurations in Nakagami-faded UWB channels were derived
in [23]. Measurement-based analysis has shown that UWB re-
ceiver antenna diversity can reduce the required number of rake
fingers [24], [25], while spatial multiplexing receivers can of-
fer both diversity and multiplexing gain [26]. Much of the ex-
isting work on UWB MIMO is based on simplified channel
models, as no UWB spatial channel models exist at this time.
An in-depth understanding of this topic is, thus, lacking in the
literature primarily due to the dearth of practical results for gen-
eralized UWB MIMO channels. The aim of this paper is to fill
this vacuum by characterizing MIMO diversity and spatial mul-
tiplexing performance in real UWB channels. Our treatment
covers SIMO and MIMO configurations for spatial and polar
arrays, and intrinsically includes the propagation characteristics
of UWB channels [27].

In contrast with narrowband channels, the UWB channel does
not suffer from deep power fades due to the inherent frequency
diversity [27]. The motivation for UWB antenna diversity is
instead derived from the regulatory control on power emission
levels, which, in turn, adversely affect the link robustness, cov-
erage range, and data rate. As a severe penalty in throughput and
quality of service is experienced beyond short distances, high-
data-rate UWB communications systems are severely range-
restricted. The increase in SNR offered by antenna diversity can
help extend the range, reduce spatial power variations, and en-
able the use of high-level modulation for higher data rates. A
5-dB gain can, for instance, partially compensate for the trans-
mission loss of a wall, depending on the construction material,
thus improving the system operation in a through-wall propaga-
tion scenario [28]. The shallow small-scale fading in the UWB
channel [27] can, thus, be largely overcome so that a tempo-
rally and spatially uniform signal level is maintained and the
link margin can be reduced. In addition, UWB MIMO systems
have the potential to deliver extremely high data rates over short
distances [29].

Recent work in information theory has studied the inter-
play between MIMO capacity, bandwidth, channel memory,
and SNR [30]. The channel bandwidth W and the number of
MPCs L strongly influence MIMO performance. It has been
shown that MIMO capacity scaling with Nmin = min{NT ,NR}
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is conditional upon the quadratic growth of L with Nmin, where
NT and NR represent the number of transmit and receive an-
tennas, respectively [31]. Also, the spatial multiplexing gain
of the wireless channel is bounded by min{NT ,NR,L} [13].
Similarly, the diversity gain is bounded by NT NRL [1]. These
results suggest that MIMO systems are especially promising for
channels with large L. Typically, L is very large in UWB chan-
nels and grows with the array size, so that MIMO performance
can be expected to scale well with large-array configurations.
In the light of these theoretical results, this paper is inspired
by the promise of UWB and MIMO for high-data-rate, reliable
communications, and characterizes their predicted synergy.

II. EXPERIMENTAL CONFIGURATION

This section describes the methodology for measuring the
MIMO channel data used for the analysis in this paper.

A. Channel Sounding

Frequency-domain channel sounding is performed using a
computer-controlled vector network analyzer (VNA) [32] in the
federal communications comission (FCC) UWB band (fl = 3.1
GHz to fh = 10.6 GHz). A low-noise amplifier with 30 dB gain
is connected between the receiving antenna and the VNA input
port. The measurement equipment, including the VNA, cables,
connectors, and amplifier are calibrated prior to the measure-
ment to remove frequency-selective attenuation and phase dis-
tortion. The complex transmission parameter S21(f) of the scat-
tering matrix is measured and recorded. The channel is sounded
at Nf = 1601 discrete frequency points over the W = 7.5 GHz
wideband with ∆f ≈ 4.7 MHz resolution. The channel coher-
ence bandwidth is evaluated and found to be Wc ≈ 30 MHz, val-
idating the frequency sampling of the measured channel transfer
functions within bins of width ∆f , as ∆f � Wc .

B. UWB Antennas

The measurement is performed using discone antennas,
whose radiation pattern is omnidirectional in the azimuthal
plane, and the emitted electric field is linearly polarized, as
described in [33]. The return loss of these antennas is verified
to be lower than −10 dB within the frequency band of inter-
est. The antennas are at a height of 1.5–2 m from the ground,
depending on the measurement scenarios. It is ensured that the
antennas are higher than any surrounding clutter. Our choice
of omnidirectional antennas stems from two factors: 1) from
an applications perspective, indoor wireless networks generally
operate in a broadcast configuration, and 2) from a systems per-
spective, MIMO systems rely on dense multipath propagation
that is facilitated by omnidirectional antennas as opposed to
high-gain antennas. The specific design of the omnidirectional
antenna is unlikely to alter our main results. Compact practical
designs, such as bowtie antennas, can be expected to behave in
a similar manner. Note that UWB antenna design is a complex
problem due to the requirement for constant characteristics over
several octaves [27], [33], [34]. This paper does not discuss the
specifics of UWB antenna design, but incorporates antenna dis-

Fig. 1. Floor layout for the indoor MIMO channel measurements.

tortion effects into the analysis through measurements with real
UWB antennas.

C. Measurement Environment

The indoor measurements are conducted within office rooms
in two different buildings, as shown in Fig. 1. The walls are made
of breeze block, with large glass windows. The rooms contain
wooden desks and benches, metallic cabinets, computers, and
other scattering objects of various sizes. In each case, line-
of-sight (LOS) and non-LOS (NLOS) scenarios are measured.
LOS blockage is created by placing a large, thick layer of the
RF-absorbent material used in an anechoic chamber, with its
cones facing the transmitting antenna. Strict time stationary of
the environment is maintained by ensuring complete physical
isolation and absence of any mobile objects.

D. Channel Realizations

A computer-controlled receiver positioning grid is used to
measure statistically reliable data sets. Thus, each set of mea-
surements is conducted by scanning a 1 m2 horizontal region.
The grid places the receiving antenna at 30 consecutive positions
at 0.03 m separation along each dimension of the Cartesian co-
ordinate system. In this manner, 900 individual MIMO channel
matrices are obtained. The realizations for various measurement
locations are combined into one ensemble with Nx = 1800 sam-
ples, indexed by x = {x1 , . . . , xNx

}. Such data sets are obtained
for both LOS and NLOS scenarios.

E. Array Configuration

Two MIMO array types are considered—namely, spatial and
polar arrays—with up to three elements at each end. Thus, NT ≤
3 and NR ≤ 3, where NT and NR represent the transmit and
receive array size, respectively. Fig. 2 illustrates the antenna
element arrangement for these array configurations.

1) Spatial Array: For the spatial array configuration, we
consider the uniform linear array, which is a simple and pop-
ular choice for practical spatial diversity systems. The largest
wavelength in our analysis is λl = c/fl ≈ 0.1 m, where c =
3 × 108 m/s is the speed of light. While the Jakes model may not
be directly applicable to the UWB channel, it can nevertheless
be used for a coarse approximation of the coherence distance.
According to this model, the required interelement separation
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Fig. 2. Two MIMO array configurations. (a) Spatial linear array has interele-
ment spacing d. (b) Tripolar array spans the Cartesian axes.

Fig. 3. Indoor UWB channel responses at 10 min time offsets measured using
the same transmitter–receiver location in our measurement environment.

for acceptably low fading correlation is d ≥ λ/2 [35]. We, there-
fore, use d = 0.06 m in order to achieve low correlation, which
is a requirement for MIMO systems. The arrays are placed in a
broadside configuration. We will refer to the individual elements
as S1 , S2 , and S3 . The spatial arrays at both transmitter and re-
ceiver are synthesized by sequential measurements exploiting
the temporal stationarity of the indoor channel. To verify the sta-
tionarity, the single-antenna channel response for the vertically
polarized, LOS S1 × S1 link is measured with 10 min inter-
vals over a 24 h duration. The first 100 channel responses are
shown in Fig. 3. From inspection, the measurement environment
demonstrates excellent stability and time stationarity, validating
the experimental procedure. We have used this approach for vir-
tual array synthesis in our previous work [36]–[38], and similar
techniques have also been used in [14], [39], and [40]. Note that
the array synthesis approach has a drawback: antenna coupling
cannot be directly included in the measurement. Thus, the an-
tenna pattern distortion due to mutual coupling and its potential
impact on MIMO capacity [41]–[43] is not considered in this
paper.

2) Polar Array: Tripolar MIMO measurements are con-
ducted in a similar manner. Each of the three orthogonally
polarized antennas is placed sequentially at the same location,
S1 , to synthesize a collocated tripolar array. The use of three
orthogonally polarized antennas along the Cartesian axes pro-

vides a basis spanning the entire polarization signal space, and
thus, enables the extraction of all three polarized electric field
components. In the rest of this paper, the polar antenna ele-
ments will be represented by V , Hn , and Hc , corresponding to
the vertical and two horizontal orientations of the electric field.
The horizontal polarizations Hn and Hc denote the configu-
rations in which the electric field is normal and collinear with
the transmitter–receiver line, respectively. The polarization rota-
tion of the omnidirectional, linearly polarized antenna used here
inevitably alters its radiation pattern. Therefore, for such an an-
tenna, polarization diversity cannot be decoupled from pattern
diversity.

III. SYSTEM MODEL

We represent the xth UWB MIMO channel realization by
the three-dimensional matrix H(x) ∈ CNR ×NT ×Nf such that
H(x) = [H(x)

f ]Nf

f =1 , where H(x)
f is the flat-fading MIMO chan-

nel matrix at frequency component f . We define the UWB
single-input single-output (SISO) channel transfer function
between the t-th transmitter and rth receiver as the vector
h(x)

r,t = [h(x)
r,t,f ]Nf

f =1 , r = {1, . . . , NR}, t = {1, . . . , NT }, where

h
(x)
r,t,f is the measured complex coefficient describing each con-

stituent narrowband SISO channel. Thus, we can write

H(x) =




h(x)
1,1 · · · h(x)

1,NT

...
. . .

...

h(x)
NR ,1 · · · h(x)

NR ,NT


 . (1)

We now define R(x)
f with dimensions Nmin × Nmin such that

R(x)
f =

{
H(x)†

f H(x)
f , if NR > NT

H(x)
f H(x)†

f , otherwise
(2)

where (·)† denotes Hermitian transpose, and we correspondingly
define R(x) = [R]Nf

f =1 . The MIMO channel power is

P =
Nf∑
f =1

‖H(x)
f ‖2

F =
Nf∑
f =1

Tr{R(x)
f } =

Nf∑
f =1

Nmin∑
n=1

λ
(x)
n,f (3)

where ‖·‖F denotes the matrix Frobenius norm, Tr{·} denotes
the matrix trace, and the λn,f are the eigenvalues of Rf . The

h(x)
1,1 channel (S1 × S1 or V × V ) is taken as reference so that

H(x) := H(x)
√

Nf

∣∣∣h(x)
1,1

∣∣∣−1
(4)

where | · | denotes the l2-norm. As a result, the power of the
reference SISO subchannel, averaged across the frequencies,
is normalized to 1. The power-normalization in (4) is dif-
ferent from that used for MIMO systems with equal branch
power [14], and is required here to take into account the un-
equal powers across the polar array [2]. Note that the normal-
ization approach in [2, Sec. 3.4.3] assumes that |h(x)

i,i |2 = 1

and |h(x)
i,j |2 = α, i �= j, 0 ≤ α ≤ 1. This condition does not

always hold, especially for the ±90◦ dual-polar arrays or tripo-
lar arrays considered in this paper, as the Hc × Hn subchannel
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TABLE I
MEAN COMPLEX CORRELATION COEFFICIENT AMPLITUDES FOR VARIOUS MIMO SUBCHANNELS (� DENOTES THE CORRELATION OPERATOR)

experiences comparatively lower coupling in a realistic multi-
path environment. In contrast, our MIMO matrix normalization
approach is more general and is based on the actual relative
branch powers obtained from measurement.

The previous representation is different from that used for
narrowband MIMO channels, in which the MIMO channel co-
efficients are scalar quantities without frequency dependence. A
frequency-domain decomposition approach is used in this pa-
per. Under this formalism, the UWB MIMO channel reduces
to a set of flat-fading channels, and the existing theory of flat-
fading MIMO channels can then be readily extended to the
frequency-selective case [2]. Furthermore, this methodology di-
rectly relates to VNA-assisted measurement approaches that
provide frequency-domain UWB channel data. The results are,
however, independent of this choice of analytical technique.

IV. SPATIAL DEGREES OF FREEDOM

The EDOFs of a deterministic channel matrix can be evalu-
ated from its rank. Random matrices arising from fading, how-
ever, in general have full rank, and the rank is then not a reliable
measure of the EDOF. The subchannel correlation, eigenvalue
distributions, and branch power ratios (BPRs) can be used in-
stead to estimate the actual number of independent channels
that can be supported by a MIMO system, and also their relative
gains.

A. Subchannel Fading Correlation

Uncorrelated fading is a well-established criterion for MIMO
performance evaluation [44], [45]. A spatial correlation coeffi-
cient of up to 0.5 causes little loss in MIMO capacity or diversity
order [46], [47], which is, therefore, commonly accepted as the
correlation threshold. On the other hand, a highly correlated
channel matrix degenerates into a unit-rank matrix, implying a
single EDOF. The MIMO system then provides only the array
gain and no spatial multiplexing gain, so that the capacity is
upper-bounded by

C ≤ log2(1 + ρNR ). (5)

Note that diversity order improvement is generally not the key
objective of MIMO techniques in UWB channels. Therefore,
spatial correlation does not significantly affect the diversity per-
formance as defined in this paper. However, it does play an
important role in determining the MIMO capacity.

The complex correlation coefficient of random variables
m ∈ m and n ∈ n is defined as [45]

rm,n =
E{mn∗} − E{m}E{n∗}√

(E{|m|2} − |E{m}|2)(E{|n|2} − |E{n}|2)
where E{·} denotes expectation and ∗ denotes complex con-
jugation. In our UWB channel analysis, m and n represent
the single-antenna frequency-domain channel vectors, so that
m = h(x)

ri ,tj
and n = h(x)

ru ,tv
can be substituted in the previous

expression. We calculate the correlation coefficients in this man-
ner for each transmitter–receiver pair in our measurement.

The transmit correlation is defined as the correlation between
the signals transmitted by two antennas and received by a single
antenna, while the converse is termed the receive correlation.
We also consider the cross-channel correlation in our analysis.
As an example, the receive correlation between S1 and S2 ,
when the transmitter is S1 , can be found using m = h(x)

S1 ,S1

and n = h(x)
S2 ,S1

. As m and n are random quantities, rm,n is
also random. In this paper, we characterize rm,n in terms of its
magnitude averaged across the ensemble.

Table I shows the measured correlation coefficient statistics
for some representative cases. For spatial arrays, both transmit
and receive correlation coefficients are lower than 0.5 in LOS,
on average, while much lower values are observed in NLOS.
Adjacent elements exhibit higher correlation than do distant
elements due to the well-known approximately inverse relation-
ship of correlation with interelement spacing. For polar arrays,
higher correlation is observed between the V and Hc antennas
than between V and Hn . The polar transmit and receive corre-
lation values also increase slightly in NLOS, compared to LOS.
Overall, the results imply that cross-polar coupling is negligible,
and the polar array correlation is much lower than that obtained
for spatial arrays with d = 0.06 m.

From this analysis, the subchannel correlation of appropri-
ately designed UWB MIMO systems is within the acceptable
threshold, and multiple-antenna UWB systems can, therefore,
be expected to provide significant performance gains.

B. Power Gain Analysis

The eigenspectrum of R(x)
f provides information about the

relative strengths of the independent transmission modes sup-
ported by the MIMO system [48]. The number of significant
or nonvanishing eigenvalues determines the EDOF. Very high
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Fig. 4. CDFs of the 3 × 3 MIMO channel matrix eigenvalues, λi , i = 1, 2, 3,
for spatial (S) and polar (P) arrays.

correlation between the MIMO subchannels will reduce the
number of significant eigenvalues. Under perfect correlation,
only one of the eigenvalues is nonzero, while with perfect inde-
pendence, Nmin nonzero eigenvalues are obtained. In the latter
case, each subchannel has nonvanishing power gain, and thus,
multiple transmission paths can be exploited by a MIMO sys-
tem [2], [48]. Furthermore, if all the eigenvalues are identically
equal to P /Nmin, a uniform power allocation strategy optimizes
the MIMO capacity [2].

Each R(x)
f can be decomposed into its Nmin eigenvalues as

R(x)
f = Q(x)

f D(x)
f Q(x)†

f , where Q(x)
f is an NR × NT unitary

matrix and D(x)
f = diag{λ(x)

n,f } is a diagonal matrix containing

the n eigenvalues of R(x)
f . As H(x)

f is a random matrix, λ(x)
n,f are

random variates. An analysis of the statistical properties of the
eigen spectrum can provide an insight into the corresponding
H(x)

f and its MIMO performance attributes.
For our measured 3 × 3 MIMO matrices, we compute the

eigenvalues, λ
(x)
n,f , n = {1, 2, 3}, and sort them by magnitude

to obtain λ
(x)
(n),f such that λ

(x)
(1),f ≥ λ

(x)
(2),f ≥ λ

(x)
(3),f . We then av-

erage over frequency to obtain λ
(x)
(n) = Ef {λ(x)

(n),f }. From this
ensemble of Nmin = 3 eigenvalues at each x, we estimate the
first-order eigenvalue statistics. Fig. 4 shows the eigenvalue dis-
tributions for the three-branch spatial and polar MIMO channels.
In each case, three significant eigenvalues are observed, indicat-
ing that the power gains of the three subchannels are sufficient
for MIMO spatial multiplexing [48]. Also, the largest eigen-
value, λ(1) , of the polar array is generally smaller than that of the
spatial array. The three eigenvalues are also clearly distinct, sug-
gesting power imbalance across the branches. Thus, an optimal
power allocation scheme, such as water-filling with transmitter-
side channel state information (CSI-T) [2], [49], would be able to
achieve better spatial multiplexing performance than that of the
uniform power allocation. The analysis in this paper, however,

TABLE II
BPR STATISTICS, IN DECIBELS, FOR 1 × 3 SIMO

is limited to MIMO performance under receiver-side channel
state information (CSI-R) only.

C. Branch Power Ratios

The performance of a 1 × NR SIMO diversity system is op-
timal when the signals incident at the receive antennas have
uniform power [6]. The BPR provides a comparison of the sig-
nal power levels at the diversity branches (i.e., antennas) [36].
Uniform BPR is especially important for the equal gain com-
bining scheme, where the excess noise contribution from a low
signal power branch would otherwise incur an SNR penalty on
the combined signal. The BPR of the nth branch at the diversity
receiver can be calculated as

BPRn = 10 log10
Pn

P
(6)

where Pn = ‖h(x)
n,1‖2

F is the wideband power received at the nth
branch and P is the total wideband power received by the NR -
element array as defined in (3). It follows that the ideal BPR for
each branch in dual- and tri-antenna receive diversity systems is
−3 and −4.8 dB, respectively. The BPR is also closely related
to cross-polar discrimination (XP), sometimes used to study the
performance of polar array systems [7].

Table II shows the estimated first-order statistics of the BPR
for each of the spatial and polar antennas when they are taken
in 1 × 3 combinations. The transmitter in each case is the first
vertically polarized element, i.e., S1 or V . The spatial array
branches receive identical power levels, with a median value
of −4.8 dB. There is, however, a significant power difference
in the polar arrays, especially in the LOS environment. The
BPR at Hc is the lowest, indicating that the power coupled
to that polarization is quite low when a vertically polarized
signal is transmitted. This link also experiences greater power
variance, as observed from Table II. The reason is that the energy
propagated across the V × Hc link is entirely due to scattering,
and does not have the dominant component associated with
direct LOS propagation. That is why the BPR of Hc is higher in
NLOS than that in LOS. Furthermore, the V × V link is highly
dominant, especially in the LOS environment.
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This information predicts that three-branch spatial diversity
will perform well in all channel conditions and provide nearly
logarithmic SNR gain (in decibel scale), but the performance
of a dual-polar diversity system will be sensitive to the antenna
orientation and propagation conditions. However, if the applica-
tion involves stationary antennas, a dual-polar array consisting
of the V and Hn elements may be sufficient in terms of the
diversity output for certain environments.

V. MIMO PERFORMANCE

This section quantifies the MIMO performance, assuming
CSI-R only.

A. Antenna Diversity and SNR Gain

With appropriate combining, an increase in the number of
diversity antennas can improve the received signal quality and
reduce error rates. Antenna diversity is classically implemented
at the receiver, i.e., in SIMO configurations. We now evaluate the
1 × NR SIMO performance gain with spatial and polar arrays
under a maximal ratio combining (MRC) receiver. The transmit-
ter is assumed to be vertically polarized and located at position
S1 . In this paper, we define the SNR gain as the difference be-
tween the input and output SNRs of the diversity system, which
includes the contribution from both diversity gain and array
gain. It is well known that antenna diversity performs best under
dense multipath propagation, uncorrelated subchannel signals,
and equal BPRs. For the indoor UWB channel, these conditions
have been analyzed in the preceding discussion. Now, the output
SNR of the SIMO antenna diversity system with MRC reception
is given by

γNR
=

NR∑
n=1

γ(n) (7)

where γ(n) = Pn /N0 is the SNR at the nth branch. Since γ(n) ≥
0 ∀ n, we have γNR

≥ γ(n) ∀ n. In the ideal case, the average
γNR

grows by a factor of NR as the array size is increased, in
accordance with aperture theory.

We calculate γNR
and obtain the SNR gain from it as

∆Γ = γNR
/γ(1) , where γ(1) is the SNR of the S1 × S1 or

V × V link for the spatial or polar arrays, respectively. The SNR
gain is then converted to decibel scale, and the cumulative dis-
tribution function (cdf) of the resulting ∆ΓdB = 10 log10{∆Γ}
is estimated. These cdfs for the LOS case are shown in Fig. 5.
Approximately 3 dB gain is achieved with dual-branch spatial
SIMO over SISO, while the addition of another antenna provides
another 1.8 dB gain, in accordance with earlier predictions. The
case of polarization diversity, however, is markedly different.
The polar SIMO system provides a significantly lower gain than
does spatial SIMO. This observation confirms the predictions
made in Section IV-C. The polar array’s diversity performance is
also more sensitive to the LOS conditions than that of the spatial
array. The reason for the latter’s insensitivity to LOS is that the
incident multipath power is well distributed among the channel
taps, and the LOS path is not dominant in terms of power per-
centage. Signal depolarization, however, results from scattering,

Fig. 5. SNR gain of 1 × NR SIMO arrays in spatial and polar configurations,
with MRC, under LOS propagation.

and is therefore, inherently dependent on NLOS conditions. We
define the q% outage SNR gain as the improvement in SNR
that is guaranteed for (100 − q)% of the channel realizations;
in other words, the probability of an outage event (i.e., the event
that the SNR gain for a given realization is less than or equal
to the outage SNR gain) is q% [2]. The 1% outage probability
(or 99% reliability) mark is a common and practical figure of
merit for diversity performance. Some authors have also used
the 10% outage level, but the performance at that mark is very
close to that at 1% outage in UWB channels. The median is also
sometimes considered, as it indicates the gain achieved in half
of the channel realizations. The outage and median SNR gains
are listed in Table III, along with the standard deviation. Thus,
at 1% outage, the gain is up to 3.1 and 5 dB with two- and three-
branch spatial diversity, respectively, while dual- and tripolar
diversity boosts the SNR by approximately 1.9 and 2.3 dB, re-
spectively, under LOS. These values are significant compared to
up to 5 dB fading typical of the UWB channel [27], showing that
antenna diversity systems with small array sizes can be effective
in mitigating UWB channel fading. From Table III, the median
and 1% outage values of ∆ΓdB differ by 0.5 dB at most, while
its standard deviation is 1 dB or less, due to frequency diversity
and the consequently small power variation in UWB channels.

The increase in the receive SNR can be especially beneficial
for UWB systems that typically operate at low SNR. This often
limits the coverage radius severely, which is currently a major
impediment in the widespread deployment of UWB technol-
ogy. The current implementations of UWB indoor communica-
tions systems cannot support very high data rates beyond about
10 m [29]. The SNR improvement achieved by MIMO diver-
sity can be especially useful in extending the coverage range and
widening the scope of UWB applications. It can be easily shown
that the average coverage range d is related to the pathloss index
k through the expression

PLdB = 10k log10 d (8)
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TABLE III
STATISTICS OF THE SNR GAIN, IN DECIBELS, FROM THREE-BRANCH SPATIAL AND POLAR SIMO MEASUREMENTS

where PLdB denotes the pathloss in decibels, and the constant
term representing the pathloss at a reference distance has been
omitted. The increase beyond the original range d0 due to the
SNR gain ∆ΓdB can easily be shown to be

∆d = d0(10∆ΓdB/10k − 1). (9)

In a UWB indoor LOS environment, k ≈ 1.7 [50]. In such an
environment, a 1 × 3 SIMO spatial diversity system can extend
the range by up to 97% due to its 5 dB gain. If d0 = 10 m, the
range achieved with the three-branch SIMO system is 19.7 m.
Even larger range improvements can be obtained with MIMO
arrays, or with larger array sizes. Thus, antenna diversity can be
critical in extending the gamut of UWB applications.

B. Spatial Multiplexing

The MIMO channel capacity quantifies the increase in the
information rate achievable with spatial multiplexing, and is
a measure of the highest data rate that can be supported over
the channel with vanishing error rates. Following the classical
Shannon capacity representation, the mutual information, in bits
per second per hertz, of a flat-fading MIMO channel without
CSI-T is [2]

C
(x)
f = log2 det

{
INR

+
ρ

NT
R(x)

f

}

=
Nmin∑
n=1

log2

{
1 +

ρ

NT
λn,f

}
. (10)

In (10), ρ = Es/N0 denotes the average SNR at the receiver
antennas, with Es and N0 representing the transmitted symbol
energy and noise power spectral density, respectively.

An isotropic Gaussian input is reasonable in the absence of
CSI-T, and is used in this paper for capacity calculations. The
spatial multiplexing gain is quantified in terms of outage capac-
ity and ergodic capacity. The q% outage capacity is the informa-
tion rate guaranteed for (100 − q)% of the channel realizations,
while the ergodic capacity is the average information rate over
the ensemble of realizations [2].

A special case of MIMO is SIMO, for which (10) becomes

C
(x)
f = log2

{
1 + ρ

NR∑
n=1

∣∣∣h(x)
n,t,f

∣∣∣2
}

. (11)

From (11), SIMO systems can increase the capacity logarith-
mically with NR , at best. Under CSI-T, MISO offers similar
capacity gain. MIMO systems can, however, establish multiple
parallel transmission modes and scale up the capacity by a factor
of Nmin, given uncorrelated subchannels [2].

The capacity of the frequency-selective channel is derived as
the expectation of the capacities of its narrowband components.
Thus, the wideband capacity expression becomes [2]

C(x) =
1

Nf

Nf∑
f =1

C
(x)
f . (12)

Table IV lists the first-order statistics of capacity estimated from
the measured channels assuming CSI-R and 10 dB SNR. The
capacities obtained with SISO (1 × 1), SIMO (1 × 2 and 1 × 3),
and MIMO (2 × 2 and 3 × 3) array configurations are indicated.
From the table, the outage capacity achieved with spatial arrays
is generally better than that obtained with polar arrays. This is
due to the fact that spatial MIMO exhibits approximately equal
subchannel power coupling, while in polar MIMO, the Hc × Hc

subchannel, for example, is much weaker than V × V . The gain
in SIMO capacity per additional antenna evidently decreases as
NR increases. The MIMO capacity gain, when NT = NR , how-
ever, increases much faster with the array size. With tri-element
spatial arrays, the 1% outage capacity can be up to 6.3 b/s/Hz
at 10 dB SNR. The capacity does not appear to be strongly
dependent on the LOS conditions. This is a significant differ-
ence from narrowband channels, which rely on strong scattering
and NLOS propagation to produce channels close to the ideal
Rayleigh amplitude-distributed channel that can provide a large
spatial multiplexing gain. In the infinite bandwidth limit, the
mutual information capacity approaches the ergodic capacity
under appropriate signaling [31]. Thus, while there is little im-
provement in the ergodic capacity from the frequency diversity
of a frequency-selective channel, the more practical metric, viz.,
the outage capacity increases significantly. In other words, the
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TABLE IV
STATISTICS OF THE MIMO CAPACITY, IN BITS PER SECOND PER HERTZ, AT SNR = 10 db, WITH UNIFORM POWER ALLOCATION,

OBTAINED FROM CHANNEL MEASUREMENTS

Fig. 6. Capacity of the UWB MIMO channel at 1% outage with spatial and
polar arrays under LOS.

capacity of the random wideband channel asymptotically be-
comes deterministic as the increase in bandwidth tightens the
capacity bounds. This was shown experimentally for wideband
channels in [14], and our results in Table IV extend this obser-
vation to UWB channels. Thus, the experimental value of the
1% outage capacity generally lies within 1 b/s/Hz of the ergodic
capacity. These observations confirm that the aforementioned
results for wideband channels relating the bandwidth to the vari-
ance of capacity can be extended to UWB channels. This result
underlines the advantage of MIMO spatial multiplexing with
UWB systems and establishes that the combination of the two
technologies provides the possibility of future wireless systems
with extremely high data rates and reliability.

We next analyze the variation of the outage capacity with the
average SNR, and the results are shown in Fig. 6. The large
increase in capacity due to MIMO is apparent. Polar MIMO
performs almost as well as spatial MIMO irrespective of the
SNR. We, thus, note that the polar array provides somewhat
lower gain in SNR and capacity than does the spatial array,
but offers a feasible alternative for miniaturized UWB devices
owing to its compact, collocated antenna structure.

VI. CONCLUSION

MIMO performance has been characterized experimentally
in indoor UWB channels for spatial and polar antenna arrays
with up to three elements. It has been shown that the MIMO
signals are decorrelated sufficiently by the UWB channel at
0.06 m antenna element spacing when the full UWB bandwidth,
7.5 GHz, is used, paving the way for considerable performance
gain. Results show that collocated polar arrays experience lower
correlation than do spatial arrays. The BPRs are identical for
spatial arrays but markedly different for polar arrays, suggesting
that the performance of dual-polar systems is highly sensitive to
antenna orientation. At 1% outage, two- and three-branch SIMO
spatial diversity boosts the SNR by 3 and 5 dB, respectively, and
is insensitive to LOS presence, while polar diversity provides
a lower SNR gain of up to 2.1 and 2.5 dB. It has been shown
that a three-element spatial array at the receiver can double the
coverage radius, which can be very useful for wireless personal
area network (WPAN) and sensor network applications. With
both spatial and polar arrays, the capacity scales almost linearly
with the number of antennas at each end in symmetric MIMO
configurations. The 1% outage capacity with 3 × 3 arrays is as
high as 6.3 b/s/Hz at 10 dB SNR. The large bandwidth of a UWB
system tightens the capacity bounds, and thus, the statistical
variation in the SNR and capacity gain is much lower than
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that observed in narrowband MIMO channels. This paper has
demonstrated that MIMO-enabled UWB systems hold the key
to robust, multigigabit links for indoor wireless communication
networks.
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